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A Study on the Control Model Identification and Hs. Controller
Design for Tandem Cold Mills
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This paper considers the control model identification and H"" controller design for a tandem
cold mill (TCM). In order to improve the performance of the existing automatic gauge control
(AGe) system based on the Taylor linearized model of the TCM, a new mathematical model
that can complement the Taylor linearized model is constructed by using the N4SID algorithm
based on subspace method and the least squares algorithm based on ARX model. It is shown
that the identified model has dynamic characteristics of the TCM than the existing Taylor
linearized model. The H; controller is designed to have robust stability to the system param
eters variation, disturbance attenuation and robust tracking capability to the set-up value of
strip thickness. The Hs; servo problem is formulated and it is solved by using LMI (linear matrix
inequality) techniques. Simulation results demonstrate the usefulness and applicability of the

proposed H"" controller.

Key Words: Tandem Cold Mill, N4SID(Numerical algorithms for Subspace State Space
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1. Introduction

In tandem cold rolling, the quality demands of
cold rolled strip, including small tolerances on
the cold rolled gauge, flatness, stress distribution
of strip and strip roughness, have been increasing
with the development of industrial technology
related to the steel industry. Strip quality in tan
dem cold rolling depends on the performance of
the automatic gauge control (AGe) system, so
there has been a lot of research related to the
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development of AGC system to improve the
performance of the existing system. Various con
trol methods such as BlSRA AGC, feedforward
AGC have been applied for the control of strip
thickness and tension in tandem cold rolling.
Recently, AGC systems designed by using mod
ern control theories such as noninteractive con
trol, LQ and LQG control, robust control have
been investigated, based on the Taylor linearized
model (Hoshino, et a!., 1997; Lee, et a!., 1998;
Shin, et al., 1998; Geddes, et a!., 1998). In the
design of robust control system for the tandem
cold mill (TCM), it is very important to construct
an independent linear control model of each
stand. This model also must have interstand inter
ference property (that is some parameters of the
TCM such as strip thickness, roll gap and roll
speed are affected greatly by the tension of each
stand) of the TCM. The Taylor linearized model
just depicts all stands of the TCM as a multivaria-
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ble system(Lee, et aI., 1999), so there is a limit to
design an independent robust controller for each
stand based on this linear model.

The objective of this paper is to construct the
independent linear model of the five-stand TCM
using model identification method and to design
the H." controller to improve the strip quality.
The linear models of all the stands of TCM are
identified by the N4SID (numerical algorithms for
subspace state space system identification) algor
ithm (Van Overschee, et aI., 1994; Verhaegen, et
aI., 1992) based on subspace method and the least
squares algorithm (Ljung, 1999) based on a
ARX model , and these are compared to the
existing Taylor linearized model to evaluate the
accuracy of the identified models. It is very impor
tant to construct the explicit mathematical model
of the TCM to design the H." controller that has
robust stability, disturbance attenuation and
robust tracking properties. The nominal models
are identified from input and output data without
uncertainties and then the uncertain models are
identified from input and output data containing
uncertainties. For designing the H." controller
that satisfies the given performances, the H." servo
problem (Hozumi, et al., 1997) is applied to the
identified model. The H." servo problem is
modified as a usual H." control problem with an
internal model that contains the mode of reference
input model, and the LMI-based solution for the
H." control is applied to solve the modified H."
problem (Gahinet, et al., 1994; Gahinet, 1996).
The H." controller designed with the identified
TCM model is assessed by computer simulations
and the results demonstrate the usefulness and the
feasibility of the proposed approach to the tan
dem cold rolling process.

The organization of this paper is as follows.
The next section presents the identified models of
the TCM by using the N4SID and the least
squares methods. The H." controller based on
LMI technique with these identified model is
designed and simulation results are discussed in
section 3, finally, the conclusion is presented in
section 4.

2. Model Identification

The TCM shown in Fig. I is consisted of five
stands, in which strip is rolled continuously from
the first stand to the last one. A distinctive feature
of the TCM is that there are interstand interfer
ence in all stands, i.e., every rolling phenomenon
occurred in one stand affects another by the inter
stand tension. Therefore, it is necessary to con
sider interstand interference in the tandem cold
rolling process to construct an accurate linear
model. For the thickness control in the tandem
cold rolling, the AGC system which is designed
based on the Taylor linearized model of the TCM
is set up in each stand. Because the Taylor linear
ized model is represented by the first order differ
ential equation, and just depicts the TCM as one
multivariable system, it is very difficult to adjust
the controller gain of each stand to design in
dependent robust thickness control system based
on this Taylor linearized model, especially under
the uncertainties of rolling process.

In this study, model identification methods are
applied to the five-stand TCM in order to con
struct an independent linear model for each stand.
The input and output data for identifying linear
models of the TCM are generated from the non
linear TCM simulator that was developed by
MATLAB software, acting as a realistic environ
ment of the tandem cold rolling process (Lee, et
aI., 1998). These data also must have natural
dynamic characteristics of tandem cold rolling
process, such as interstand interference and inter
stand time-delay. Especially in the case of a
multi variable system, the selection of the input
and output variables in model identification is
very important to determine the model structure.
Therefore, we must understand the interrelation
between input (roll gap, roll speed) and output

Fig. 1 A five-stand tandem cold mill
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Fig. 2 Input signal (maximum length sequence) for
model identification

(I)x (k+ 1)=Ax (k) +Bu (k)
y (k) = ex (k) +Du (k)

sequence were used for model identification of the
TCM. Initial set-up values of the TCM are shown
in Table 2 and output data are generated from the
nonlinear TCM simulator with maximum length
sequence type input signal.

2.1 Identified nominal model of the TCM
We applied the N4SID method based on sub

space model identification and the least squares
method based on ARX model to identify a linear
control model of the TCM, and determined the
better method from the results. The identified
model form is a multivariable LTI (linear time
invariant) state space model. In model identifica
tion, firstly, the nominal model of each stand is
identified from the input and output data without
uncertainties, and secondly, the model is
identified from the input and output data that
contained uncertainties, such as the variation of
entry-strip thickness and roll eccentricity, occur
red in the tandem cold rolling.

In this section, the nominal model of the TCM
is identified by using the N4SID and the least
squares methods with the input and output data
that does not contain the uncertainties. The data
is generated in the nonlinear TCM simulator, and
the data sampling time is 0.04 seconds and the
total period for generating the input and output
data is 20 seconds. Interstand interference and
interstand time-delay in the tandem cold rolling
are also considered when the data are generated.
The identified model from the N4SID method is
in the form of discrete-time LTI state space model
as follows.

'-
16 18 20B 10 12

, nmetsec)

Stand
Input variables

Output
No. variables

I 51> VRI> 52, V R2 hI

2 51' V Rl,52, V R2,53, V R3 h2, Tb2

3 52' V R2, 53, V R3, 54' V R4 h3, Tb3

4 53' V R3, 54' V R4,55, V R5 hs, Tb4

5 54' VR4' 55' V R5 h5, Tb5

(delivery-strip thickness, backward tension) of
each stand, and determine the suitable input and
output variables for identifying linear model from
these relations. The input and output variables for
identifying linear model of the each stand are
shown in Table 1. Input variables S, and VRi are
the roll gap and roll speed of stand i. Maximum
length sequence (Ljung, 1999) which approxi
mates white noise is used as the input signal for
model identification. As shown in Fig. 2 maxi
mum length sequence is the pseudo-random
binary (two-level) signal with an arbitrary
period. The input variables, i.e. roll gap and roll
speed generated in the form of maximum length

Table 1 The input and output variables for model
identification of the TCM

Table 2 Initial set-up values of the TCM

Parameters Unit Stand I Stand 2 Stand 3 Stand 4 Stand 5

Entry-strip thickness(Hi) mm 2.60 2.12 1.57 1.17 0.89

Delivery-strip thickness(hi) mm 2.12 1.57 1.17 0.89 0.80

Forward tension (Tbi) kgf/rnm" 0 12.7 17.1 23.0 24.1

Backward tension (Tfi) kgf'/rnrn" 12.7 17.1 23.0 24.1 6.7

Work-roll radius(R) mm 273 273 292 292 292
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Fig. 3 The identification results by using the N4SID method

As a result of the model identification by the
N4SID method, all stands were identified as a
MIMO (multi-input multi-output) system. In Fig.
3, the output signals of the identified model were
compared to the output signals used in model
identification with the N4SID method; a solid
line is the output signal used in model identifica
tion and a dotted line is the output signal of the
identified model by the N4SID method. The iden
tification error of delivery-strip thickness in stand
1 is within ± 10 ,urn, which is the least among the
identification results of all stands. The identifica-

tion errors of stand 2 and stands 3- 5 are within
±20 ,u m and ±40 ,um, respectively. In the
identification error of backward tension, stands 2
and 3 are ±2kgf/mmz, stand 5 is ±6kgf/mmz,

and stand 4 is ± Jkgf/rnm'', respectively.
The linear model identified by using the least

squares method is in the form of ARX model,
discrete-time transfer function, as follows.

where A (Z-l) = I + alz- 1 + azz-z+", + a,e:", B
(z-I)=blZ-1+bz[z+'''+bm[m, u i.t), y(t)
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Fig. 4 The identification results by using the least squares method

and e (t) are input, output, and white noise,
respectively.

As a result of the identification using the least
squares method, stand I was identified as a MISO
(multi-input single-output) system, and the other
stands were identified as MIMO systems. In Fig.
4, a solid line represents the output signal used in
model identification and a dotted line does the
output signal of the identified model by the least
squares method. The identification error of stand
I is within ±20 flm and those of the others are
approximately within ±40 flm. From the identifi-

cation results by the N4SID and the least squares
methods, we concluded that the identification
results of the N4SID method were more accurate
than those of the least squares method, and the
identified model of the N4SID method had model
structure of lower order than that of the least
squares method. The identified TCM models of
the N4SID method that were realized in the form
of discrete-time linear state space model are
shown in Table 3.
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Table 3 The identified linear models of the TCM by the N4SlD method

Identified
Discrete-time state space model Eigenvalues

model

[0.8112 -0.3552J 0.5727,0.0319A
0.5261 -0.2076

[-0.1686 3.6X 10-5 -0.0133 1.7 X 1O-4J

Stand I B
-6.6196 1.4X 10-5 -0.0302 4.4 X 10-3

C [0.4014 0.9166J

D [ -0.0103 6.6 X10-6 -0.0397 5.8 X1O-6J

[0.0353 -02135 -0.5712] 0.2541+jO.2565,

A -0.7343 0.4421 0.3535 0.2541-jO.2565,
0.6050 0.1930 0.6986 0.6679

[-17.0905 0.0028 3.5882 0.0099 -0.7175 0.0005]
Stand 2 B -24.3410 -0.0099 14.2934 0.0248 - I. 1045 -0.0001

22.3867 0.0002 -7.2790 -0.0170 1.0240 -0.0001

C
[0.0395 0.0056 0.0066 J
0.2678 0.8639 -0.4184

D
[0.3515 0.0001 0.0224 -0.0002 -0.0275 0.0 J

-2.5667 -0.0029 0.0433 0.0039 0.2328 -0.0003

[1.0003 -0.3227 0.1298] 0.7013+jO.0926,
A -0.0092 0.6168 0.8345 0.7013- jO.0926,

0.3942 -0.3015 -0.0615 0.1530

[ -31.2482 0.0049 -6.4627 0.0083 0.1174 -00005]
Stand 3 B 23.0726 0.0051 -75.7367 -0.0162 -0.2172 0.0148

-94.7398 0.0003 -5.7388 0.0417 -1.8178 0.0051

[-0.0034 0.0104 0.0139J
C

-0.3561 -0.7379 0.5713

D
[0.7556 2.3 X 10-5 0.3604 -0.0003 -0.0729 -9.1 X 1O-5J

4.8772 -0.0024 1.6461 -0.0003 -1.9388 -0.0006

A [0.8633 -0.1038J 0.7432,0.1755
0.7956 0.0554

B
[-4.7977 0.0029 -4.2386 -0.0026 1.1549 -O.OOOIJStand 4

41.3413 0.0033 -21.0396 -0.0152 1.9277 0.0024

C [0.0171 -0.0074J
0.0450 -1.0112

[-0.0567 0.0 0.0194 0.0 -0.0259 0.0 ]
D

10.5333 -0.0018 3.2995 -0.0023 -6.8935 0.0012

[0.9149 0.6849J 0.7077, 0.2164A
-0.2113 0.0092

[-3.1280 -0.0078 17.8801 0.0094 ]
Stand 5 B

- 12.1699 0.0027 -23.2223 -0.0018

[-0.0040 -0.0029J
C

0.5186 -0.8873

[-0.8704 7.0X 10-6 0.0184 0.0 JD
24.2412 -0.0028 0.8385 -0.0010
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2.2 Comparison of the identified model to

the Taylor linearized model

The identified linear models are compared to

the existing Taylor linearized model of the TCM.

That is, the output data used for model identifica

tion, the output signal of the identified model and

the output signal of the Taylor linearized model

are compared with each other. The comparison

results of the delivery-strip thickness of stands 1,

3 and 5 are shown in Fig. 5.

As shown in figures, delivery-strip thickness of

the linear models that identified by using the

N4SID method approached more closely to deliv

ery-strip thickness of the TCM nonlinear model

Table 4 The linearized error of the identified model and the Taylor linearized model

Linearized error

(difference of the linear model from nonlinear equations of the TCM)

Thickness error (,urn) Backward tension error (kgf/rnm")
Stand No.

Identified model Taylor Identified model Taylor

Least linearized Least linearized
N4SID model N4SID modelsquares squares

I -20-20 -10-10 -40-40

2 -40-50 -50-60 -140-130 -2-2 -2-2 -12-10

3 -30-40 -30-40 -140-100 -2-2 -2-2 -13-13

4 -40-40 -30-30 -110-100 -2-3 -2-3 -14-12

5 -40-40 -40-40 -120-140 -6-5 -6-5 -30-15

3 •
Tlme(sec)

(a) Stand I (N4SID and Taylor) (b) Stand 1(least squares and Taylor)

1- Non.nee,I -Nonlinear
------- LS____ h. N4SIO
.---- Ta or-.-"--- Taylor

:\, \..1 ~ -
l' "I

(C) Stand 3 (N4SID and Taylor) (d) Stand 3 (least squares and Taylor)

j

(e) Stand 5 (N4SID and Taylor) (I) Stand 5 (least squares and Taylor)

Fig. 5 Comparison results of the identified models and the Taylor linearized model
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than those of the identified models by the least
squares method and the Taylor linearized model.
The differences (that is the linearized errors of the
identified models and the Taylor linearized
model) between delivery-strip thickness of the
Taylor linearized model and the identified
models, and delivery-strip thickness of nonlinear

simulation are within ± 50 f1.m, ± 10 f1.m and
±20 f1.m, respectively(see Table 4). From those
comparison results, we concluded that the linear
model identified by the N4SID method is the
most accurate one with the distinctive dynamic
characteristics of the tandem cold rolling process.

2.3 Identified model of the TCM with un
certainties

Disturbances in the tandem cold rolling, main
ly roll eccentricity and the variation of entry-strip
thickness, greatly affect the precision of strip
thickness. Roll eccentricity occurs from the defor
mation of work-roll surface or discord between
the geometrical center of roll and the axis of
revolution. It affects the variation of strip thick
ness. In this section, we identified the linear
models of all stands with the input and output
data contaminated by these disturbances. Roll
eccentricity was considered as a sinusoidal signal
with the frequency dependent on the roll speed.

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0

0.9149 0.6849
-0.2113 0.0092

0.7306
-0.0021

0.0
0.0

0.9199
-0.2065

0.0
0.0

Fig. 6 Maximum singular value plot of the model
ing error function of stand 1

-0.0042 -0.0037 0.0040 0.0029
0.5166 -0.9182 -0.5186 0.8873
60.1259 -0.0078 18.2803 0.0010

-168.2814 0.0026 -22.1756 0.0191
-3.1280 -0.0078 17.8801 0.0094

-12.1699 0.0027 -23.2223 -0.0018 (4)

Fig. 6. It is necessary for the quantitative analysis
of the modeling error at frequency domain to
determine weighting functions in H~ controller
design.

(3)Sr=asin (2nat)

3. Hoc Controller Design

3.1 H~ control
We applied the H~ servo problem(Hozumi, et

al., 1997) for designing the controller that

The H~ controller for strip thickness control
under disturbances was designed based on the
identified model of the TCM. In the tandem cold
roIling process, the variation of entry-strip thick
ness and roll eccentricity were considered as
disturbances and these greatly affect the strip
thickness.

where at;=0.01 mm) is a given value by consider
ing delivery-strip thickness. of each stand.

The uncertain variation of entry-strip thickness
was generally considered as a composite sine with
frequency of 0.1- 2Hz and magnitude of 0.02
mm. The linear model of each stand was
identified with the input and output data
contained roll eccentricity and the variation of
entry-strip thickness by using the N4SID and the
least squares methods. The modeling errors that
may happen in tandem cold rolling process were
analyzed quantitatively by calculating errors
between the identified models with uncertainties
and the nominal models. The modeling error,
caused by uncertainties, of stand I is described as
an additive error function, which is given by (4),
and its maximum singular value plot is shown in

-1.3489
12.4583

0.0
0.0

-0.0021 0.0002
-0.0097 -0.0017
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Fig. 8 H""control problem with the modified gener
alized plant

C(Z)=[~ll(Z) ~12(Z)J=[~
GzI (z) c; (z) CI

C2

Consequently, we will solve the following H",
control problem in Fig. 8, whose solvability is
equivalent to the H", servo problem.

H", control problem: For a given general
ized plant G (z) in (5) and a reference input r,

construct the modified generalized plant C(z) in
(8). Find a controller K (z) satisfying the follow
ing two specifications.

(l)' K (z) internally stabilizes C(z).

(2)' II T;w (z) II""< r, T~ (z) denotes the trans
fer function from w to z.

The modified generalized plant in (8) does not
satisfy the assumptions of the standard H", control
problem, such as, CI2 (z) has an imaginary axis
zero and jj21 is not of full row rank. Hence, the
LMI-based solution to the H"" control problem
(Gahinet, et al., 1994; Gahinet, 1996) is applied
to design the H; servo controller in this paper.
For a given C(z) and the performance r. the
discrete-time H; control problem is solvable if
and only if there exist two symmetric matrices R
and S satisfying the following LMIs.

The state space realization of C(z) in (8) is
expressed by

u

14---- W

K(z)

G(z)
y

G(Z)~[;,
B1

B'1Dll ~12
(5)

C2D21

u=K(z) [:J (6)

Z '----1

[xl.z (z) = (7)

I p2 0

A 0 B1 B2

[i" 0 ]

C2 I pz DZ1 0

C(z) = 0 Ipz G(z) = C1 0 Dll D1z (8)

o t (z)
----_._-- ---_.- -----
Cz 0 D21 0

o I pz 0 0

Fig. 7 H~ servo problem

For a given generalized plant G(z) in (5). and
a reference model, find a controller K(z) in (6)
satisfying the following specifications.

(1) K (z) internally stabilizes G(z) .

(2) II Tzw (z) 11",,< r- Tzw (z) denotes the transfer
function from w to z

(3) K (z) achieves the robust tracking prop
erty for the reference model.

where w is the disturbance input, u is the
control input, z is the controlled output, y is the
measured output, and r is the reference input.

The H", servo problem is modified as an
usual H", control problem with the internal
model .z (z) which contains the mode of reference
input model. In this paper, we considered the case
of step reference input, hence we set .z (z) and the
modified generalized plant C(z) by

achieves the robust tracking property (the delivery
-strip thickness robustly tracks the reference
input, i. e., the given set-up value without steady

state error).
H", servo problem: Consider a two degrees-of

freedom control system depicted in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 9 Generalized plant for the H~ controller of
the TCM

where NR and Ns denote orthonormal bases of
the null spaces of (El, Dl~) and (Ci, D21) , respec
tively.

Explicit formulas have been derived for LMI
based H; controllers in discrete time contexts,
and they have been successfully implemented in
the LMI Control Toolbox for MATLAB(Ga
hinet, et al., 1995).

1.0 ]

0.004975

[

A o BO]
Go(z)= +

Co Do

[

0.811209 -0.355172 -0.168639 0.00036
0.526045 -0.207644 -6.619618 0.00014

0.401425 0.916641 -0.010287 0.000066

-0.013340 0.000173]
-0.030146 0.004366

-0.039681 0.000058

[*Wl BWl]
W1(z) =

CWI DW1

[

0.992519 1.0]

= -0.186561 2.493766

[
A~ IB~] [0.990050

W2(z) = = ---J----

c.; o.; 0.009901

The designed H; controller of stand I, which
has satisfying disturbances attenuation and robust
tracking properties, was assessed in a series of
computer simulations with the TCM nonlinear
model. Fig. lO(b) shows the disturbance attenua
tion response of the H; controller of stand 1
under the variation of entry-strip thickness and
roll eccentricity shown in Fig. 10(a). A dotted
line is the response of stand I without any con
troller and a solid line is the delivery-strip thick
ness of the H; controller of stand 1. The fluctua
tion range from 2.12 mm (the set-up value of the

3.3 Simulation results
Weighting functions for the H~ controller of

stand 1 were determined by the maximum singu
lar value plot of the modeling error between the
nominal model and identified model under uncer
tainties. The nominal state space models of stand
1 Go (z) and weighting functions VVi (z}, Wz(z)
are given by

the roll gap and roll speed), u is the control input
(the roll gap and roll speed), y is the measured
output (the delivery-strip thickness) and r is the
reference input (the delivery-strip thickness),

respectively.

(12)

u

w

cr)
Dl~

-"II

( 11)

ATSE1

-yI+ErSEl
DII

------+1 K(z) ~-----'

z, :-------------------------------------------1
41

y -+-r-'--(

3.2 Roo controller design for the TCM
The H ee controller satisfying the following spec

ifications was designed.
1) the robust stability for the variation of fric

tion coefficient between work-roll and strip, and
the deformed resistances of strip

2) disturbances attenuation, such as the varia
tion of entry-strip thickness and roll eccentricity

3) robust tracking property for a reference
input under the uncertainties.

In this paper, the H.. controller of stand 1
was designed, because the strip quality mostly
depends on the controller performance of stand 1
in the TCM. The generalized plant G (z) of the
H; control is shown in Fig. 9.

In Fig. 9, Go is the identified nominal model of
stand 1, VVi and W2 are the weighting functions,
w is the disturbances (the variation of entry-strip
thickness and roll eccentricity), Zl and Zz are the
controlled output (the delivery-strip thickness,
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In this paper, the control models of the five

stand TCM were constructed using the model
identification methods and the H; controller

was designed based on the identified model. For
model identification, proper input and output

variables from the dynamic characteristics analy
sis of the TCM were selected, and then the input
and output data were generated from the non

linear simulator of the TCM. With the input and
output data, the linear models of each stand were

identified using the least squares method and the
N4SID method. The identified model was
evaluated through the comparison to the Taylor
linearized model. Finally, the modeling errors of
each stand were analyzed in the frequency

domain, the robust H; controller was designed
with the identified linear model and assessed by
computer simulations with the TCM nonlinear
model.

4. Conclusions

•• ---- No controller
- H'" controller

e
'rsnetsec)

e •
Tlme(sec)

(a) Disturbances: the variation of entry-strip thick
ness and roll eccentricity

(b) Stand 1 delivery-strip thickness

Fig. 10 Disturbance attenuation response of the H«
controller of stand 1

E 2.12f~\IIf'l\I'II",m

~
Vol 2.1

i 2.08

~ 2.08

~ 2.04

i

Fig. 11 Step response of the H« controller under
the variation of entry-strip thickness and
roll eccentricity

delivery-strip thickness in stand 1) of the H;
controller is within ± 10 ,urn and the response
without controller has the fluctuation range of

±40 ,urn. This comparison shows that the
proposed H; controller achieved the disturbance
attenuation criterion. In Fig. 11, the step response

(decrease from a present thickness of 2.12 mm to

a reference thickness of 2.02 mm) of the H;
controller in stand 1 is shown. The response
reaches the steady state at 2.5 seconds and the

fluctuation range of response is within ± 10 ,urn.
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